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'Students, .
administrators
reach accord in.
financial-aid crisis
\

by Robert J. Kosinski
The Northeastern Illinois
University Administration and
a coalition of concerned student groups have finally
reached a satisfactory agreement on the recent financial
aid crisis.
The accord was met after
several meetings with Jose
Morales, vice-president for
Student Affairs and Director
of Financial Aid Ron Wendel,
pr ecipitated by an earlier
meeting with .University President Ron Williams on October
8.
The students told the President, 'Mffl1des and Wendel that

Federal financial aid checks
were delayed and students
were being forced to_withdraw
from the university because
they were unable to meet
educational expenses, such as,
buying books.
The students presented the
President a list of demands to
help alleviate their situation,
which included, an investigation into the reasons for the
financial aid ·check delay, the
issuance of emergency checks,
the sending of a memo to
instructors to inform them of
the situation so they will take
it into consideration when
making out the grades, and

increasing the work force of
the financial aid office.
As an immediate response to the problem, the university
arranged an agreement with
Beck's Book Store to allow $50
of credit on books for each of
the affected students. Morales
said that though the system
worked out well, he was
surprised at the few number of
students who took advantage
Senator Jacobo Szapiro and President" Robert McDonald check .
of the offer.
off names of voters ii) senate elections. [Photo by Robert L.
In other considerations, the
Trahan]
•
university said that checks
would be made available for
distribution as soon as possible and students in desperate
need of funds at the beginning
of next trimester would be able
to take advantage of student
t o s t u dent loans (without
interest) of up to $200, or
money from the emergency
fu nd of the Northeastern
Illinois University Foundation.
Action was also taken to
explain to faculty members the
predicament these students
were in a:nd that this should be
Tony Negron
412
by Robert J. Kosinski
taken into account in their
Carol Jean Zalatoris
392 ·
The Student Senate held one
ning this terni with 50
academic process for the
Angel Rosales
389
of its most closely fought
participants, and 75 expected
remainder of the trimester.
election battles in recent
Jeannine Crawford
387
for January.
Eldridge Scales, dean of. the
Kathleen Zyrkowski
375
memory on October 19 and 20
The Upward Bound ProCollege of Education, personalas the general student body
Martenias Johnson
370
gram is directed ·toward high
ly talked to his chairmen about
Cindy Ruff
. 353
voted to fill thirteen vacant
school students, again minorithe situation, and asked them positions on the senate.
Joseph Tylus
349
ties and latinos, at the Junior
to convey the message to their
Five hundred seventy-nine
and Juanita Saucedo
348
and Senior level with a series
faculty. Randolf Hudson, dean ballots were cast,-each with up
Those not winning, ·but with
of evening and saturday
of the College of Arts and to thirteen votes, with fifteen the c)iance of filling future
sessions designed - to bring
Sciences, sent memos to all of of those ballots being declared vacancies between now and
them to a competitive level
the College faculty, urging void because of irregularities.
March are; Gregory Whitwith other stude~ts entering
them to try to devise some
Wi:ryiers in the election and worth 331; Robert Gerowitz
college.
method of evaluating academic . their vote totals are as follows:
313; Anthony &obles 271;
Students being included in
performance while considering ·
Ramon Vazquez Jr.
681 Marshall Bronaugh 24 7; Dothis program are those . who
the disadvantages of the
Julie Prorok
530 nald Collins 243; Suzanne
· have been having · academic,
financially troubled students
Brent Leatqerman
444 Forslev 136 and Aurelio Barapersonal or motivational propand being fair to all.
. Ricky Rios
426 hona 47 .
lems, .but who, as decided by
Plans have also been set to
their school counselors, have
increase the staff of the
exhibited academic potential.
financial aid office, with partiAt this point, the. program
cuiar emphasis on work study
will consist of talking with
personell and to keep the office
parents_ and counselors to pave
open longer and at more
the way for 25 juniors and 25
convenient times.
·
In reply to inquiries regarding a phrase in last week's Print
seniors to enter the program in
It has also been arranged to
regarding
the "controv'e rsiality" of the Student Senate chartering
the Winter term. _
add three more students to the
The Office for Student
existing Financial Aid Com- a proposed club called Students for Palestine, the Print would
··
Services is currently in the
mittee, who will be chosen in a like to offer this clarification.
The proposed club was said to be duplicating the written
process of searching for new
general election held by the
directors and assistant direc- . Student · Senate. Until that purpose of currently chartered group called, Students for Israel.
tors for both of these pi:o- · time, Morales appointed Mig- This has been the only expressed objection to chartering the
grams. The operation of both
dalia Carrasquillo, a student group.
. The senate has delayed making a decision on the matter until
of these programs is currently
recommended by the student
both
groups can come before th~m to discuss the . differences of
being coordinated by William
coalition, to serve on that
similarities of their purposes.
Speller.
committee.

Grallt to Student
Services for two
ne.w p,:ograms
by Robert J. Mosinski
Northeastern Illinois University has received federal
grants to finance and support
two new programs out of the
Office of Student Services.
- ' Northeastern sent in proposals for grants for two of three
federally funded programs; · the
Special Services for Disadvantaged Students, the -Upward
Bound Program and the
Talent Search Program. UNI
was granted $70,000 for Special Services and $53,925 for
Upward Bound to keep those
programs in operation for ten
months.
The·· intent of the Special
Services Program is to recruit
minority students and bring
them into the college experience with support services so
they can better cope with the
unfamiliar process and better
able to compete with other
college students.
This program at Northeastern will be directed ' more
toward latino students, according to Barbara Cook, assistant
to the Vice-President . for
Student Affairs.
Cook says that the program
will .be put into effect begin-

T"ght race

•

Ill

Student Senate
elections
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To the Northeastern Community:
In the September 24 issue of
the Print, " the following
sentence was not allowed to
appear in the article on New
China and the program sponsored by the U.S.-China Peoples Friendship Association:
" They (the many people
curious about the Peoples
Republic of- Cliina) know, that
through self-reliance, the· Chinese people have, since 1949,
wiped out extreme-poverty and .
starvation; that there is no
unemployment or inflation in
China; that the social ills of
· crime, drug addiction, prosti- ·
tution, and discrimination
against minorities and women
have virtually disappeared."
This sentence was struck by
one of the "Print's" editors
because, in her opinion, it was
"Communistic'' and "contrary
to our American.. institution· of
democracy." The "Print," she
said, published only articles
and perspectives consistent
with American ideals, Aside
from this obvious contradiction, is the fact tqat anyone
who has studied or had the
opportunity to visit the Peoples Republic of China knows
the above to be essentially
correct; that indeed, it is not
in spite of, but because of
China's new political , social,
and cultural institutions have
they been successful in working collectively - to rid themselves of the problems that
plague others_. This is not
something to, be hidden or
ignored; it is something we all
can and should study and
learn from.

I

Again, as was announced iri
that article, there is going to
be a China Friendship Club
formed on campus. All ·students ii'i.terested in · learning
about New China and promoting friendship between the
peoples of our two countries
are invited to atterid a
planning meeting of this new
club on October 26, at 1:00 in
the Classroom Building, room
0-006.
Sincerely,
Loren santos

Editor's Note:
In reply to Loren Santos'
incorrection quotations of -myself, I did say that the
sentence seemed "Communistic." I then, however, went on
to explain that it is the policy
· of the · "Print " to remain
political neutral. I did not say
that it was contrary to our
American institution of demo 0
cracy, and that we publish
only articles and perspectives
consistent with American
ideals, but rather that the
sentence ·seemed to be a
political endorsement of the
merits of Communism. Another editor, and myself requested
substantial proof, or a- source
. of information to back up the
sentence. · Mr. Santos did not '
offer any proof, and ' therefore
the statement was ommitted.
This did not, however, alter
the rest of the article which
was printed, and in .no way
was the formation of the .
U.S.-China Friendship Club
discriminated against.
Ann F·. Holda _ .
Associate Editor, "Print"
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Bob Kosinski:
Thank you for the nice
coverage you gave to our
October 9 Women's Studies
.Conference. We would like
more people at UNI to know
about our many courses dealing with women and the efforts
of many of our faculty, women
and men, to introduce new
material about women into
their courses and to bring a
new perspective about women,
sex roles, and sex stereotypes
to their teac!iing. Articles such
as the one on the conference
help to do this. We do other
things that you might want to .
have covered, such as the
Brown Bag Seminars. Last
week's interesting; the next
one, on October 26 at 1 :00 in
the Student Union Building,
room 218, will be a discussion
· of Woman as Boss/Woman as
Secretary.
Blanche Hersh,
Women's Studies Coordinator

red
flash

"When it looks like easy street
There is danger at your door."
Good Ole Grateful Dead

Dear friends , the time is now
aroused for a voice from th~
commoners, a voice to spread
fear into the hearts of those
who oppress others, and to
help sanctify the kingdom for
the worthy (and generally to

Grads ~ought for CPA career

exam immediately a(ter taking Problems, Theory, Auditing ·
"College graduates are.
their
courses. Over 1/3 of the and Law.
worth more as CP As than as
non-CPAs," reported Newton · successful candidates in the
Any accounting major or
U.S.A. for the past 3 years interested parties wishing adD. Becker, MBA, CPA, as he
were Becker students.
ditional information or placeannounced the appointment of
The Becker course is de- ment on ~ mailing list, may
Allan M. Levin, from Northsigned to be a n~advance-pre- contact Al Levin ~ UNI ext.
eastern Illinois University, an
Information Representative for . paration, minimum homework 316.
the CPA ·Exam. According to "course offered in four parts a recent article in " The
Management Advisor," a col. lege graduate can expect 10%
' more as a starting wage if he is
a CPA.
"If you've got what it takes
to be a professional - logic,
integrity, intelligence, and
creativity - and you like
PRINT is the campus newspaper for Northeastern Illinois
serving other people," said
University. Published weekly, this paper is paid for by student
fees·and largely 1the work of Northeas.tern students. Materials
Becker, "You should investipublished herein is not to ,be confused with views expressed by
gate the exciting career · of
' the University administration. PRINT is located in E-049.
Certified Public Accountant."
However, it is estimated
Editor-in-Chief .... : .. . . ...... .. ........ . ... Robert J. Kosinski
Managing Editor . .. . ................. . ... R<1bert L. Trahan, Jr.
that approximately 50% of the
Associate Edi~or . . ....... . . . .......... .. ......... Ann F ..\folda
National CPA exam subject
Photo Editor . . .. .... .. ... . . .. .... . . , .·. .. . ... . . . . , Dolora Jung
areas are not covered in the
Sports Editor .... .. . . . . . . . . ...... ·. .; ... . .......... Gary Staniec
usual college accounting curri"~si11_ess_~ai:iager_.1 , .••. .. , _. ,_,_ ._. . ,: . • ... • . (;_a rgJ_Jean.Zalatoi:is
culum due to rapid changes of
-Staff: Al Albert, Wilbert Allen, Cindy Lou Berger, Larry Brittan,
Jakki Freedman, Ray Gapinski, Sy Janko, Janet Junio, Bobby
t heory and practice. The
Kramer, Sue Lamb, David Maher, Carol Ochocki, Roberta
Becker CPA Review Course
Patt, Mary Petersen, Benilde Polverini, Carol Podraza, Fanni ·
offers . an ~intensive special
Sosna, . Liz Sygiel, John Stepal, Robin. Trilling, Ellen Louise
preparatory program' which
Wesolowski, Nancy Wilson
.
boasts that 70% of its
Photographers: Cynthia Hagerty, Pau'I J . Manda, Pauline Philipps,
. Diane Poulos, Kaylene Tliorilpson
in'
- students -are
.--- ·,successful
~-Graphics: Tom Hamill, Geiney ·Moyer, ;Mark S.chultz, Jack Welt
.passing all or part. of the pp A :
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Catapulting into the realms
of the evil perplexities of it all,
' truth will and must be sought
out!
All opinio~s and actions are
solely that of the red flash
(and cohorts) and are not
reflective of the " Print" or any
other s chool organization.
Send me your requests,
thoughts or actions. Together
speak out about those school
we can actually change and do
problems).
something ' about some probFrom the depths of that , lems or we can just'mp (about
p~per known to us ail as th~
anything from horse-flys to the
"Print," comes the answer, the
metaphysical realities of infired flash ! With the lightening
nite ideologies). -Any personal
of my pen and with the deeds
involvement in this or corof those interested in the
respondance should be sent to
problems of the school (or any
red flash, care of the "Print. "
other worthy interest) can be
peace and contentm!lnt,
scrutinized and dealt with.
red flash
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To be continued
by Robert J. Kosinski
There was another interesting aspect of the October 8
meeting be t ween Universit y
President Ron Williams and
the Coalition_. of concerned
student groups when discussing financial aid problems.
Student Roger Guerra explained to the President the
problems the affected students
had with keeping up with their
courses and studying because ·
they had no books, and' Lisa
Pecchia read t h e p osition
p aper of the group , which
contained a list of suggestions .
(or dema nds, if you willl,

which were intended to help to
alleviate their problems.
.
Now one of . the demands
was for the President to
contact all of the faculty
members to explain the problems of some students and
urge them to 1 take this into
healthy consideration when
following through with th~
remainder of this trimester's
education.
My first thought on hearing
this demand was that it was
entirely reasonable yet extremely unrealistic. I
It's -reasonable because its
quite true that students have

Registration ·Jorms
available Oct. 25
The Student Information
System was unable to produce
the student name/ aduress labels in sufficient time to begin
the usual mailing for the start
of the student request period
on Monday, October 18, 1976.
Consequent~y, the Registration Center\ has developed an
alternate plan for the distribution a:nd collection of t h e
student request materials beginning Monday, October 25,
1976.
ALL students should "pick
up" a student request packet
a t the following locations
beginning Monday , October
25, 1976:
1. Registration Center (Record Office Annex) - ; 30
a.m.-5:30 p.m. (except Friday
until 5:00 p.fn. only)
2. Admissions/ Records Information · Counter 8:00 a.m.7:00 p.m.
3. Graduate College Office
8 :30 a.m.-8 :00 p.m. (except
Friday un~il 5:00 p.m. only)
ALL students should also
deposit their course request
packet in a specially provided
container in any of the above
(3) locations
anytime
through the deadline date of
5~00 p.m. Friday, November
12, 1976.
Because of the high volume
of coµrse requests to be
deposited and processed, the
Center asks that s t udents
deposit the packet at any time
in the special containers in the

abo~e mentioned locations.
As a reminder (see Student
Information in packet) all
course requests will be processed according to the student level (total accumulated
hours through August 31 ,
1976). Graduates admitted to
degree programs will have first
priority, followed by 2nd term,
1st ter m senior s, juniors ,
sophomores, freshmen and
students-at-large with degrees.
All students should carefully
check their correct student
classification (undergraduates
include, total accumulated
hours adjacent to classification), so that in the event of an
error in the scheduling pribrity, the Registradon Center
Staff can make the proper
adjustment. Students will receive notice of the .scheduling
and billing by the first week of
December, 1976.
If a student does not receive
the classes they have requested, or . receives a partial
schedule, they will have an
opportunity to add/ drop prior
to the end if the Fall, 1976
term, in addition to the usual
ADD / DROP period at the
beginning of the Winter, 1977
trimester.
It is hoped that this new
procedure will not cause any
undue hardship in the attempt
to continue the advanced
student request period for the
Winter, 1977 term.
l

'*~****************************~
.
-*
*# An Antique Show, exhibiting fine antiques; both *
:
·** ra31reinandtheunusual,
will be on display Oct. 29, ~O,
**Alumni Hall located in the Student
* end
Union Buildi ng. Discount ticket s for the week- *
*#- and
exhibit will go on sale t o students, staff, · *
*:
fac ulty Monday, October 25 at the Service
*
**

*
**
,
'******************************'
Desk. Tickets are 75, to students, staff, and
faculty, or $1.50 to visitors.
/

major difficulty in keeping up 1
with their class- without having
access to the necessary boo}{s.
I've tried it a few times and
you can believe me, its very
challenging and not all that
satisfying. Thesr st~dents
shouldn't have to suffer just •
because an innova t ive new
computer • system got all
screwed up (E'xcuse my
French).
,
,
, Then why is it unrealistic?
Well I don't want all of the
many compassionate and concerned faculty members to get
me wrong, but believe me, I've
known many members of the
teaching profession who
· wouldn't give a student the
steam from a teapot if he
begged for it on his knees, and
especially if giving it meant a
lot of extra work for him.·
One teacher I talked to said
he would do all that he could
to help the students if he was
put into theis position as a
professor but added, "They
talk, about not being- able _ to
continue their education, but
in this provision they're talking about their grades and not
their education. "
Well, it just seems to. me
that a big part of education is
understanding, and perhaps
this is an excellent opportunity
for some· faculty members to
learn t hat.

ICB clubs
. face ·Jreeze
I

for abs_ences
by Ann F . Holda
The Independent Club
Board (ICB) has recommended
to Student Fees and Allocations (SFAC) that the budgets
of any non-represented Independent Club be frozen. This
action is being sought due to
the lack of participation of the
Independent Clubs on the
ICB. Of the over 40 clubs onthe Board, approximately only
ten ha-ve been active in the
representation over the past
year .
At the tlast meeting of the
ICB , based upon Section III.
Article II, of the ICB charter
that each club should have a
representative on the Board,
and if they don't then they are
not eligible for Student Fees
and do not have to be counted
in quorum. The representative
should be authorized in writ ing. The matter will come before
the Student Senate on Monday, October 25. If approved,
1etters will be sent to each club
to send a representative to the
Novem b er, 11 meeting. The
next meeting of the ICB is
Thursday, October 28. at 1:00
in the Classroom Bu ild ing,
room 2-056.

The new and larger typi~g . room has virtually eliminated the
crowded siiuation which used to exi~t. · The Typing Room is now
located just outside of the Dining Room on the lower level of the
Student Union, right by the Game Ro~m and the Print Office.
[Photo_by Dolora Jung)
•
1

SAC· o.fficers elected

State University), and Monty
The Illinois Student AdvisoNafoosi (Western Illinois Uniry Committee elected officers
versity).
and an executive board to
Also on the executive board
serve the students of Illinois
of the committee are Ray
for the upcoming year.
Huebschmann
student
The Student Advisory Commember of the Illinois Board
mittee_ (SAC), which is a
statewide organization of Illi- · of Higher Education (Southern
nois students governments, , Illinois Univ. at Carbondale)
and Howard . Blassman re-elected Brad Townsend of
alternate student member of
Western Illinois University in
the Board (Northwestern
Macomb as the chairman.
Univ.).
Townsend had served as
chairman since March of . 1976
and was previously elected
vice chairman of the Committee. ·
·
Two other officers elected
were Mark Chudzinski, who
was re-elected as vice chairman, and Rita McDonough for
Springfield, Illinois, October
_ secretary.
13,
1976 - What do Jim
The voting was .carried out
Thompson,
Alan Dixon, Bill
by student delegates to the
Harris; Harold Dodd, Presicommittee who represent their
dent of the Illinois Farmers
particular student bodies.
Union and Robert Gibson of
There were 28 public and
AFL-CIO
have in common?
privat~ institutions present
They, along with 75 otl}er
and eligible to vote.
.
,
officials and candidates for
Townsend was re-elected
state office have endorsed the
over Daryl Turner of N9rthern
Association of Illinois Student
Illinois University. After the
vote state, "I am grateful for
Governments voter participation drive.
the vote of confidence by the
representatives." He added,
The drive is designed to
" We intend to move ahead
encourage students and all
now to dramaticallY, continue
voters of Illinois to go to the
our policy of increasing the
polls on November 2. AISG
student input into the higher
and those endorsing the voter
education decision rna~in.$1;• participation drive feel that it
'process."
.
-- ' t".r. , si i_mp_erative to involve stuThe ·next Illinois -s d ident-. _den_ts m the electoral process.
Advisory Committee sess1~ri"1s · - Jim Conway, AISG Executive
D'rrec t or sai'd th
scheduled to convene at West.· a_t " I. £ee1 th a t
ern Illinoi s University on
the state of Illm01s will best be
October 22 & 23 in the
served by participation of all
elements of the electorate. I
University Union.
am heartened by the large
All the officers elected are:
numbers of groups and officichairman - Townsend (WIU),
als
supporting our drive."
vice chairman - Chudzinski
AISG
is trying to make
(Northwestern Univ.), McDostudents aware that their
nough (Univ. of Illinois Cliicaneeds will go unmet if they do
go Circle), Robert Blue (Govnot vote.
ernors State Univ. ), Sue Boyle
AISG is an nonpartisan
(Loyola Univ.), Cheryl Clarke
affliation
of 22 public colleges
(Northwestern Univ.), Gary
and
universities
having a
Kaufman (University of Illi-co~ bined
enrollment
of
' nois M~ical C~n-~~! ), Ka rl
20,000. AISG provides • this
Kuppler (North Central Colinformation as a public service,
lege), Ann McDaniel (Southern
and does not endorse individuIllinois- University a t Carbon- . .
al candidates.
dale), Byron Tuggle · (Illinois

AISG holds
voter drive

1

i
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CCAB PRESENTS THE THIRD ANNUAL HALLOWEEN
WEEK, Oct ober 25-29. On Tuesday, October 26, Marlene
Rot hbart will read your aura in the Village Square from 10-12 and
2-4. She will also present.a lect ure from 1-2 in the Student Union
Building, room 217. This is a presentat ion of CCAB's Roving
Artist.
"THE EXORCIST" will be shown at 5, 7:30, and 9:45 P.M. in
the Unicorn. This Roll 'em Production will be Tuesday night,
October 26.
Unicorn Films presents "SISTERS" in the Unicorn ,
Wednesday, October 27 at noon. ·

nostalgia items, dolls and toys.
The hours of the show are noon to 10 p.m., October 29 and 30,
and 1~ a.m. to 5 p .m., October.31 : General admission is $1.50.

Members of the. Tau Kappa
Epsilon [TKE] Fraternity try
t o raise fund s . for their
organization by holding a taffy
apple sale. The club r~ceives •
no money from Student Fees
so they , as well as other
fraternities and sororities on
campus must hold fundraising
events to finance their activi·
ties.
.
Though UNI has never been
a fraternity-oriented school ,
TKE may have started a trend
in that direction. [Photo by
Kay Thompson]

© The Ga?

1976

METAPHYSICS AND THE PSYCHIC WORLD will be the
APOCALYPSE POETRY CLUB presents LYN LIFSHIN
subject of a lecture by Verna Martine on Thur sday, October 28 at -- (New York Poet, autl:10·r of " Upstate Madonna" ) and ANGELA
_1:00 in the Student Union ,B_u ~dinf, room_217.
JACKSON (Chicago Poet, author of " Voodoo Love Magic" ,
director of OBAC workshop) reading their poetry Wednesday
SECOND ANNUAL HALLOWEEN DANCE t'eaturing
Oct. 27, 8:00 pm at the Creative Writing Center.
costume and. dance e<;mtests, refreshments and the "Sound of
Aut hority" Disco. Co. from 8-midnight on Friday, October 29 in
· ALL .NEWLY-DECLARED PSYCHOLOGY · ~AJORS the Unicorn. Admission is free to UNI students with I.D., other
Another departmentalo rientation meeting has been scheduled for
students $1.50 in advance and $2 at the door.
those new psychology majors who have missed previous
WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM BROWN BAG SEMINARS presents WOMAN AS SECRETARY /WOMAN . AS
BOSS. To be held Tuesday, October 26, 1 p .m. in CC218.
Discussion will include: What effect has t he women's mo_v ement
had on women who work in offices, as secretaries or bosses? How
·are secretaries using the university to up-grade or change
careers? Should men be encouraged to become s ecretaries? Do
women make good bosses?
.
Come on; come all to a BEER AND WINE PARTY sponsored
by Lambda Sigma alpha sorority. It will be held in the
UNICORN on Friday, October 22, from 7:30 to?. Only $1.50 per
person Dance to Disco style music! FREE beer and wine! So,
come early and beat the crowd! ·

meetings. It will be on O~tober 26 at 4 :00 in S-325. Come and
meet faculty and staff and learn about th.e Psychology
Department's requirements, programs and services.

"CHILDREN OF CHANGE" will be shown on Thursday,
November 4 at 1:00 pm the S tudent Union Building, room 214.
The thirty minute film discusses t he problems fac_ed by working
mbthers in caring for t heir children during working hours and
also t he problems and activities of the children in day care
centers . Group discussion, coffee and cookies will follow.
Sponsored by Women Services, co-sponsored by College students
for Children 's Services and Genesis .

With the next course request period beginning soon, t he
University Counseling Center has scheduled course request
workshops to · assist Freshmen with their requests for Winter,
1977 classes. F reshmen who have completed 1-16 hours this
HALLOWEEN TAFFY APPLE SALE sponsored by Lambda trimester will be submitting their course r equest materials,
Sigma Alpha sorority! Plain and nut taffy apples only .30 each in
between November 8-12, to the Registration Center.
The Village Squre. Remember October 29, from 9:0d' to 3:00.
Freshmen who feel they would like some help with their second
course request are urged to sign up for one of the workshops.
APPLICATIONS FOR THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE MAJOR Workshops will be held during the week of November 1-5. E ach
are available in rooms 2-090 and 2-093. of the Classroom Building. workshop is 50 minutes long. Counselors and peer advisors will
The deadline for _receiving applications from students wishing to
be available to answer your questions about courses, Basic
begin the program_in January is Friday, October 29.
_ Program requirements, University policies and p roced u r es,
etc. If you have decided on a major, check with an advisor in that
SWINE FLU VACCINATION : Available on F riday,- October department about the requirements. Even if you have already
29, 1976 between the hours of 12 and 8 pm in t he Commut er
selected a major, attending a workshop will still help you with
Center, room 217. Open to student s, faculty, employees and · other concerns regarding course request.
community .
The workshop .schedule is given below. In order. to sign up for a
workshop come to the University Counseling Center, B-115, and
ART CLUB meeting to be held Tuesday, Oct . 26th in B-129 at see the receptionist. Each workshop will be limited to 12
1 :00 p .m. Discussion of up-coming Art Fair and Social gat heripg. students.

HELP!! ! THE YEARBOOK NEEDS PHOTOGRAPHERS,
experience preferred, but we will train you if you shciw some
interest. Photographers must do their own developing aild
printing. Come down and see us in the basement. We live across
from the new game room, on Media Row.
-

SCHEDULE FOR SEPTEMBER, 1976 FRESHMEN, COURSE REQUEST WORKSHOPS, FOR THE WINTER , 1977 TRIMESTER

DAY

TIME

ROOM

Monday, 11 /1

10:00
11 :00
12:00
1 :00
2:00

B-112
B-112
B-112
CC-215
cc~21s

10:00
11 :00
12:00
1 :00
2:00

B-112
B-112
B-112
B-112
B-112

10 :00
12:00
1 :00
2:00

CC-215
B-112
CC-215
CC-215

COLLEGE HOCKEY starts this Sunday, October 24 when
UNI verses Illinois State University. The game will be held at the
Skokie Park District Ice Arena at Broiu; and Church Roads in
Skokie. The time is 3:15, ,and admission is free for all students. ·

Tuesday, 11 /2

TEENAGE WOMEN: Join iri: a six week Life-Span Planning
seminar in which we will explore who we are, and what we would
like to do with our lives. October 18 through November 22, in
Classroom Building, room 2-102, from 3 :00:4:30, register call
583-4050, extension 322.

_.

CARVED PUMPKIN CONTEST! Bring your "face" and come
join our Halloween Party! FUN, GAMES, AND REFRESH.MENTS. Wednesday, October 2'7at 1:00 in the Gym Annex. BE
THERE!!!
~

Wednesday , 11 /3

Half price tickets (. 75) are available for students, faculty, and
staff for the T.H .O.R. Productions Antique Show and Sale to be
held in Alumni Hall , October 29, 30, 31. Tickets can be~purchased .
at the student service desk at the entrance to the auditorium
until 8 p .m., October 28.
This is the same producer who put on. the very successful
antique show and sale last February which was attended by 2000
persons. The October s ow will have 40 dealers from three states
showing their wares. Four more furniture dealers w~cc showing
them last time. Turquoise will-b~ a big item. Also being shown are
china, silver, crystal' clJ,t g_lass; 'jewelry, pattern glass, oriental
china, victorian furniture, primitive furniture, clocks, watches,

Thursday , 11 $

11 :00
12:00
l :00
2:00

CC-215
CC-21 5
CC-215
CC-2 15

Friday , 11 /5

10:00
11 :00
B-11 2
12:00
1:00
2:0b

B-112
B-112

1goQ

B-1 12
B-1 }2
B-112

· 2449 W. DEVON AVE
111 E. CHICAGO AVE
- 5120 N. ·HARLEM AVE

12:00

The biggest selection
anywhere. In the most
colors and sizes. We've
got it. All in one piace. Ours. Fall into the Gap
today.
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'Social work' the ke:Jii
•

in Human Services major
by Robert a Patt

The most important and
sometimer. hardest decision a
student r ,akes is declaring a
major. EvGryone is familiar
with the ·, arious majors offered at No ·theastern, such as
Mathematics, Biology ,1 and
Chemistry, etc. But recently a
. major -was made available lin
Human Servicet ·
Human Servkes can be
compared to an undergraduate
degree in. social work, which
sntails health care; drug abuse,
day care, community organizations and the huqdreds of
other urban and suburban
problems that plague people
today. It encompasses a very
broad field and basically it is
professional people offering
servic~s to others. The faculty
consists of Dr. Stanley Newman program co-ordinator,
Wanda Bracy, Evelyn McCoy,
Jose Morales, and Carlos
Torres.
The purpose for this newly
constructed B.A. is to help
prepare a student for a career
in Human Services. In giving

someone tb.e skills, knowledge
while the other time is spent
and experience, he can go to
working in an agency of his
graduate school, or work in a
choice. Because the course is
state, federal, or private
practically orientated, the · stuinstitution. Some of the jobs
dent brings back his observaavailable are discovering diftions and tries to apply them
ferent types of recreation for
to the various theories taught
senior citizens, designing day
in class.
care centers, and protecting
In order to receive a B.A. in
the consumers' rights. AccordHuman Services, one must be
ing to Dr. Newman , " The
motivated to work with people
career outlook , fluctuates, be- . under difficult situations and
cause many jobs in Human
be sensitive to the problems
Services depend upon federal . that hinder personal and
funding and need." He also
physical growth. "This is not
added that health care, geriatfor people who have a need to
rics (working with senior
do good or for those who are
citizens) and consumer advocaeasily frustrated : It is for
cy are opening new careers in
people who have the knowHuman Services.
ledge and temperament of
Because Human Services is
cutting through red -tape and
not a counseling program,
meeting _obstacles head-on
classes offer an opportunity to
with confidence and perserverlearn and explore various ways
ance," states Dr. Newman.
to resolve problems. Since
Those interested in Human
many problems deal with
Services should visit offices,
cutting through red tape in the
city and state bureaucratic
. structures one must learn to
cut the tape , All courses
offered have an internship and
are worth five credit hours.
Three hours are spent in class
by Sy Janko
If you would like to design
your own study program, the
Kaskaskia Plan might be what
you are looking for. This
program provides you wit1!__!he

Dr. StanJey Newman, coordinator of the Human Services
Program. [Photo by Bob Trahan)

0-019 or 0-020 (located in · just an important role in our
classroom building) or call ext. society as the Industrial
8239 or 8240 for an appotnt- ' Revolution. Here is a way to
meet these needs by helping
ment.
Today, the United St~tes is people become aware of their
undergoing a " Humaii Serv- problems and surroundings.
ices Revolution" whicH plays

Design y.o u-~ own ·D l~jor in
Kaskaskia PrograDl

Unescorted ladies
pay only soci: for
a mixed drink at

IHEA~\f

,a,a®1
5053 N. Lincoln Ave.

Beer Bust every
Tu es. & Thurs. nite
· Research Services, Inc.

407 S DEARBORN • ROOM 600
CHICAGO. ILL 60605

(312) 922-0390

Draft Beer
30«!:
a stein
from 6 pm

till?

EARN GOOD
$$$

DAYS, EVENINGS, WEEKENDS,
FULL OR PART TIME
ASA
SECURITY GUARD

Need more income? Here's an excellent part
time or full time opportunity. · We have
security guard openings in Chicago and
suburbs for people with a neat appearance
and no criminal record. We have unarmed
openings plus some openings for persons
with blue card.

are students working towards
a degree in fields such as
technical writing, marine bio- ·
logy, community health and
many various others.
Once a student is accepted
into the program, they obtain
the help of a faculty advisor
and a career advisor (outside
of the school). The career
advisor is one who has had
some experience in the field in
which t_h e student is interDISCOUNT
:
es ted. Through the career
FOR ALL STUDENTS •
advisor, the student finds out
what type of training would be
Tops - Jea11s • helpful for future employment
and other things
•
in their chosen field.
for gals iind guys •
Currently the Kaskaskia
Program is seeking people who
would be interested in becom· 3316 W. Foster
•
ing career advisors to Kaskaskia students. You do not have
to be a · faculty member. The
11-6 Tues, Wed. Fri.
•
''.
11·7Mon . & Thurs .
•
only requirement is that you
10-5:30Sat urday
•
have had experience working
Closed Sunday
in any career field. Next week
·there will be forms on the
bulletin boards for those who
are interested in helping guide
Kaskaskia students.
If you would like to obtain
further information . see David
Unumb, Coordinator, in room
C-632 in the Beehive Building
or call JU3-4050 Ext; 537.
A special thanks is in order
for the former Kaskaskia
-'''coordinator Dr. Charles Shabi'" · · c~,' who gave much of his time
1
for ·' the advancement of the
program.

opportunity to design your
own undergraduate curriculum. This program was designed for students with
particular goals in mind which
cannot be obtained through
the traditional majors fotmat.
To give you some idea, there

:··1··0··
••·
:
01
•
10 •
:
•

• ·······························•
:
•
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Thousands of Topics·

Call for an appointment at 664-6769 or
apply in person any weekday from 9:00
A.M. to 5:00 P.M. at:
ANDY FRAIN INC.
1221 N. LaSalle St.
Chicago, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Send for your tip-to-dale. 160page, mail order catalog. Enclo~
St .00 to cover postage and
~ndling.
··

THANK YOUI

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE; INC.

. 11322 IDAHO AVE., I 206
LOS ANGELES, CALlf'. 90025 4213) 477-8474 .

Our research papers are sold fo.- .
~tch p u ~ qnly.
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ls rock criticism dead?
by Graham Carlton

The telephone was invented
100 years ago and is still being
upgraded and refined today. ·
Rock music was invented 22
years -ago and has been
proclaimed dead by self styled
critics for the last two years.
Although money should not be
used as -the yardstick to
measure artistic success you
can 't say that rock is dead
when you look at t~ _b alance

sheet and see that the industry
has a tidy yearly income of
over two billion dollars.
Let's look at things from
another angle. Rock music is
alive and well, the only thing
that's dead is rock criticism,
·not totally dead but for the
most part rigor mortisizedly
stiff. Rock criticism is an even
newer entity dated back to
1966. Rock criticism was not

founded upon the same noble
pretensions as other types of
criticism, rock .criticism was
devised as a hustle which later
became legitimacized as the
heroes of our culture became
feature stories in glossy paged
financial magazines.
The basis of rock criticism
as devised by me and many of
the founders was simple. We
were deeply involved with the
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IT IS IF IT'S YOUR TICKET.
A Film Festival T-shirt is your way to get free admission to the premiere
of Bruno Bozzeto's Allegro Non Tropo* at the Uptown Theatre , 4816 N.
Broadway, Tuesday, November 9 at 7 P.M . (Take the Howard "L"
and get off at Law ren ce .) It's a greatfilm, so order your T-shirt today.
(They'll also be available at the door.) To find out about all the
premieres at thjs year's Film Festiv 9 1, just check the box in the
order form and -«e 'JI send you a schedule, free .
*Trans lation :-Somewhere betw.een Yellow Submarine and Fantasia with the accent on Fellini.
··
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I've encl osed $3.70 per white shirt and $4.75 per black plus 50¢
postage per shirt.
__ Small __ Medium _ _ Large _ _ Extra Large
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Black Sh;rt(s)
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I
City/State/Zip, _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - ' . _
Make check payable to :
CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
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on their feature staffs who
were designated "rock critics."
This new kind , of rock critic
was the death-knell of the
artform. Rather than enhance
the music in question, the
newspaper critic detracted and
demanded a perfection that
wasn't there and was never
meant to be there. Musicians
even went as far as to try and
please these new critics. Although many were college
educated English majors who
read a lot of liner notes whicle
standing in the corner a t
countless high school dances,
they were too far away from
the music to understand it. A
critic who will pan a heavy
duty band like Earthquake
and praise a reissue of old
Buddy Holly material is
practicall..y admitting he
doesn't understand the music
and is saying things only
because he thinks he's sup·
posed to so he can · look
knowledgable. The new critics
are also egotistical enough to
worry about their own fa~hionable personals which is why
you 'II see more reviews of Led
Zepelin than you will of The
Modern Lovers.
· This brings us to a delicate
point, the~ord 'commercialism. Today's critics complain
too much about commercialism
and in doing so show exactly
how rac:_ist they are. If the
Captain and Tennile can be
condemned for being commercial (read: trying to make a
living with their music), Van.
McCoy should be flogged
equally. McCoy isn't condemned though ,' the only
reason being that he's black.
This not only shows that the
critics are :racially intimidated
but it further proves how out
of touch with the sounds they
·are. Roc·k music" is black
music, · not of the soulful or
disco type vein but still" just as
black. Many blacks got into
rock and roll for the same
reason that the rock critics got
started, it was a way of
making a living while being.
able to let off steam and do
what came naturally.
We'd be mucl:~ better off
·saying that rock criticism is
dead rather than rock is dead.
True, there wi~l ~ever be.
another Beatles: true. Chuck
J:Serry has gone over the hill
and true, all the old maste~s
have lost their tou<;h, we can't
deny the Captain and Tennille' s, the Albert Hammonds
~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ and Alan O'Days their due.
Rock music is just as creative
and spunky today is it ever
was. True, there is an awful lot
of flat product coming out
these days, but there is much
more product, and as a
by-product, more choice, than
there_was 22 years ago. Really,
any rock critic that makes
THOUSANDS ON FILE
statements like "19 out of
every
20 records I get is
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date,
garbage " is either on the
192-page, mail order catalog.
wrong mailing lists or is a jerk
11926 Santa Monica Blvd.
that doesn't own •. a phonoLos Angeles, Ca. 90025
graph.
o,
Original research also available.
It's much too early to tell if
individual pieces Hke, say,
Enclosed is $1 .00.
"Maybelline" will endure like
Please rush the c;italog ,to:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Beethoven's ",Ninth but on the
~ddress .,....,__.......,.,,......_....,.._ _ __ . wh~le, rock arul r~II is here to
stay ~- ':- any :old way you
City_
· _ _ _...,....'"'---,-~----

music. ln the late sixties when
everything was up for grabs a
certain record represented
security and communication.
In addition, many of us were
in bands of our own, a fa~tor
that gave our scribblings some
authority mainly because a
critic shouldn't be allowed to
be a critic unless he too can
perform the art he speaks
about. The bottom line of rock
criticism wasn't anything so
ideal though, we all saw that
this was , the golden opportun·
ity ,to get free recorqs, go to
free concerts and get paid for
doing things we would normally do anyway. Male critics also
found it to be a great way to
widen their circles of female
acquaintances very. selectively
just by announcing that they
had tickets to such and such's
sold ouC concert or an extra
copy of someone's hot new
album.
The original critics did well
in making names for themselves. Readers knew who to
read to get certain revelations.
Greg Shaw assumed the
position of the elder statesmen
of the pack because he Wl!S so
authoritative and complete in
his work. One didn't read
Shaw for fun, he was read for
knowledge 'just as if he was a
textbook author. Graham Carlton was the one to read just
Before you went to the store:
Carlton seemip.gly listened to
more records than anybody
else and reported on all of
them. You read him because he
was on your side as a
consumer and gave fair, ac. curate gut-level evaluations.
The collected works of Lester
Bangs, Richard Meltzer and
Robot A. Hull could be bound
- together and titled "That's
Entertainment." Their record
reviews rarely had anything to
do with the record in question'
. but contained some of the best ·
satire since Jonathan Swift
hung up his quill. The Bob
Christgau types were read to
be intellectualized over during
discussion times at parties.
The event that started
killing rock criticism was when
Rolling Stone became more of
a "them" than it was an "us."
As the coqnter-culture slowly
became the over-the-counter
culture, Rolling Stone was
right in forefront syndicating
its articles to daily papers. In
the early seventies the daily
papers began putting reporters
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'Halloween Week'
begins -Mond~y
by David Maher
Throughout history seemingly insignificant habits have
' developed into hallowed traditions while weli intended
tributes have become accepted
as meaningless trivia.
In ancient times people
depended on crops and herds
for their livelihood. Come late
October European farmers
would harvest th eir crops.

JUKO-

RVU.
INT L
1

The Arts of Self Defense

LEARN
·Proper use of strikes, kicks. th r~ws , locks
•To defend against a gro up of attackers
•the u se of tradit ional samurai weapon s
•meditation , *Breathing
* ' Ki '-internal energ)I
· Self control & discipline

Herdmen , would prepare for
winter, After the harvest great
festivals were held to celebrate
"Samhain," (summers ends).
A Celtic festival, Samhain was
celebrated with fire. The
needfire was lit and all home
hearths were ignited from this
sacrificial flame. The ancient
Druids were known to sacrifice
animals and even humans in
this fire to purge all other and
keep themselves safe. Later in
many Celtic lands two fires
were lit. Men and cattle were
driven through the flames to
cleanse themselves and guarantee immunity from accident
and disease for the coming
year.
With the end of the farming
season November marked a ·
new year. Some people renewed old laws and land terms
and wrote their annals. Rents
were collected. Women sought
Supernatural help in finding
whether they were to be wed in
the up coming year, "Even the
name , occupation and hair
color of the future spouse were
determined.''

Pri vate or group lesson s
Classes designed for
men , worn en, children

This mystical season, All
Hallows, is still celebrated on
the Christian feasts of All
.Souls an All Saints Day, in
England its Guy Fawkes Day
and •internationally its known
as Halloween. Many customs
have continued throughout the
ages. Some have transformed,
others remain unchanged. Bobbing for apples whether on a
string or in a tub of water is a
divination to determine luck.
The jack-o-lantern probably
stems from sacrificial fires and
lights at graves. The name ..is
said to come from a poor _soul
named Jack who is stuck
between heaven and hell
because of pranks he played.
The pranks continue however,
in the north of England, and
October 31 is "mischief night."

#ftJIM

·sTUIENT
RATE$

THE JUKO-RYU
SCH OOL OF
CHICAGO
(a non-profit corporation)

5645 N. Ashland
478-1359
328-4391
Visitors always welcome

.
r~__.._
OPEN _FOR LUNCH■

The " supernatural" comes
from November for November
ushers in the darkest and most
barren part of the year. Barren
trees and cold winds make
November the month of the
dead. Evil spirits, witches and
gouls must be sacred away by
ringing bells and shooting
fireworks. The departed are
honored with fires and and
lamps at their graves. "Soulcakes are eaten, representing
possibly a former feast of the
dead" (Chambers Encyclopedia 1967). Divinations concerning marriage, luck, health and
death were favorable at this
time. This was t he only time
the help of the devil was
sanctioned.

........:.-..... ....,...._....,,....,_..__.... ~ . . _ . . . --

i

I HIDDEN
I
COVE

Immigrants have brought
their customs to America
where "trick or treat" has been
a national custom. It may
have seen its last days due to
cruel pranks played on unsuspecting children.
In the not so ancient land of
Northeastern (where it is said
thir last Unicorn still thrives)
during the dawn of CCAB a
well intended tribute was held
to celebrate " Somhain." It was
called Halloween Week. It
included a lecture, on some
mysterical subject, an almost
scary rock concert; Ted Nugent, and a costume reception
after the concert which featured Ted Nugent, ~everal fans
and two students in costumes.
All ·events were considered
both successful and quite
enjpyable, yet it seemed that
the subject of. the tribute was
somehow unnoticed.
A year later the idea still
seemed viable. Determined not
to become a meaningless event
of the past ' Halloween Week
grew. It became three Tuesday
movies, TALES THAT WITNESS MADNESS at 1:00 and
THE CORPSE GRINDERS
and THE UNDERTAKER
AND HIS PALS at 7:30.
Wednesday featured the film
BLACK SABBATH in the
Unicorn. Lectures joined in
with the Warrens, two _of the
most talked about authorities
on the subject of ghosts.
CCAB topped it all off with
· The Halloween Dance. A
costume party, the Halloween

Dance was t he most successful .
dance in quite some time.
October 25, 1976 marks the
opening of CCAB's 3rd annual
Halloween Week. (Well on its
way to becoming a near-tradition.) Monday features absolutely nothing (however tickets
for· the week's events will be
available at the box office).
Tuesday, all day Marlene
Rothbart will be reading
anyone 's AURA in Village
Square 10-12 and 2-4 with _a
lecture at 1 o'clock in CC217, a
presentation of the Roving
Artist, Series. Later at 5, 7:30
and 9:45 Roll-Em Productions
will present 3 uncut' showings
of the most-talked-about
shocker of them all__'._'The_
Exorcist." Not the mosttalked-about film, but definitely high on the list of scariest
films, ' 'Sisters" will be shown
in the Unicorn at Noon on
Wednesday, Thursday at 1:00
CCAB Lectures brings its 3rd
annual tribute to the mystic
when Verna Martine will talk
about "Metaphysics and the
Psychic World." (in CC217)
Finally Friday the big finale
will be the 2nd annual
Halloween Dance. Included in
the line-up of excitement for
the evening will be ·costume
and dance contests, a disco
featuring "Sound of Authority" disco co. and refreshments.
All are invited to attend
these Halloween Week activities, Help us keep the
Halloween tradition!
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Movie Nite, Sun., 10:30 pm,
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Delicious Submarlne~andwlches
Home Made Chili-:- Ice Cream
Homemade Soups
(Lentjl ; Chicken Noo~le,_Potato ,
Tomato.Mushroom Noo,,d le
ALSO ••• Vegetarlan_'s Delights
Moe. Lar~'.-Cheesa (4 cheeses melted.)
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I FREE 12 Oz. DRINK I
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with the purchase of any

·

SANDWICH

.
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I -pe·n~i;;~j~'e &·p ound rooli~h - -.
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3336 West Bryn Mawr - 478-9440
FREE DELIVERY 11 am ~ l ~.pm .
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Wildern1e ss Club
outing a big success .
The Wilderness Society '!i
truly compensat.ed.
first outdoor weekend was a
Along the route there were
complete success. The group · dozens of islands and caves to
s pent two days on the
explore. Many different and
t hirty-five mile his~rical Fox
interesting rock formatio ns
River Canoe Trail .. Along the
were seen.
way, Sauk Eord was passed; a
All of these helped to make
spot where Lincoln supposedly
practical experience and worthcamped. Also viewed were the
while memories come into play,
Slooper Settlement of Norway,
for all the Society's members.·
the site of the Indian Creek
Upcoming act iv i ties in clude
Massacre. Some of the most
m ore tri ps, and speakers .
scenic spot~ along the w~y
"Wilderness is as much an
were found in the Fox River
idea, as it is a place, with
Dells.
modern man lear ning to pass
The ~e were many beautiful
across what he did not make
·combinations of wild plants, to
and cannot improve. How
view, also the maples, willows,
much can we learn? Better yet,
and black walnut trees were in
how much can we learn to
t heir finest display. This time
save. "
of year t he water level was
The Society would like to
low, but t he fantastic scenery- invite t he entire student body

Members of the new UNI Wilderness Society. [Photo by Kay T:tompson]

to enlist iii . some of t he be"st
educa t ional and spiri tually
uplifting e~periences of their
lives. Meetings are held on
Tuesdays a t 1 in the Science
Building, room 144.

BOG program t,o train
urban planners
. The Master of Urban Land internship activities. Anot her
Use Planning program was research paper deals with any
approved by the Boa rd of . other topic in urban land use
Governors in September, 1975. planning. Also the student
Now the program is almost must pass a comprehensive
one year old. During the past examination on urban land-use
year, twenty students have arid its realted fields .
Over 16 local governments,
been officially enrolled in the
program. I n t h e• orig ina l including the Department of
proposal , the expectation was City Planning in the City of
Chicago and the Northeastern
ten new students each year.
The program is for the Illinois Planning Commission,
purpose of training urban land have participated in the internuse planners. A goal is to help ship program. Of the twenty
the student to find a job before students, two have obtained a
obtaining a degree. For doing permanent full-time job in city
so, an internship of at least planning t hrough their interntwo full months is required. ships - J ames Wilhelm and
Du ring the internship the Mary Ryan.
T he or iginal proposa l is
· s t uden t, after fin ishing 33
graduate hours, is sent to a based on t he existing limited
local government doing land
use planning and its rela ted
activities under t he supervision of an officiaL One research
paper must be related t o the

BUS IN ESS

OPPORTUNITY

'Chere IS• differen&e!!!

Stuff Erivelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDR_ED )'
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston, Mass. 02110

.----·--:,
I

I
I
I

PREPARE FOR:
1,

Q(jf?r• 1

IARE YOU/ I
INSUR ANCE RATES
TOO HIGH?

I

offerings. For t he second year,
additional courses are developed, such as Housing this fall
and Zoning next winter. More
new courses are needed and
should be developed but the
problem is money. The program was approved with no
special funding. The current
fund ing is only $1700. To
obtain more funds is a key to
improve the quality of the
program.
Those interested in the
career-orientated program of a
great academic potential, contact Dr. Harry Kiang, Director
of the Program, extension 786,
the office is located in t he
Science Building, room 344-B.

Call Gary Rob inette

966-1611

I

GRE • GMAT • OCAT • CPAT • VAT

Over 3 a years of experience and success. Small classes. Vol•
umlno us home study materials. Courses that are consta ntly
updated. Centers open days&. wHkends all yea r. Co mplete
tape faclll tles for review of class· lessons and for use of
supplementary materials. Make-ups for missed tesson.s •t
our centers.

ECFMG • FLEX
NAT'L MEDICAL & DENT AL BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

II
I
I

J=tM

0ur broad range of programs provides an umbrella of 1es11ng kn owhow that enables us to offer lhe best prepar ation avai lable . furlhe r
improving the 1nd1v1dual course you ve sP lec ted

(3121 764-51 51

._ _____ __
A ut omobile Insurance
8605 N. Milwaukee, Niles, Illi noi s

-MCAT• DAT• LSAT• SAT

2050W
Ch
icago,. Devon
IL
Sp ri ng, Summer & l'V inter compacts
Most clas51;.s - 8 wee ks before exam

~

M

N
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TECHNICOlOR •

From Warner Bros. " " '

A Warner Communications Company

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Outside NY State Only

~:.t~rff 800-221-9840

ROBERT REDFORD/DUS TIN HOFFMAN ·ALL THE PRESIDENTS MEN
. Starring JACK WARDEN Spec,al appearance by MARl'IN BALSAM HAL HOLBROOK
and JASON ROBARDS as Ben Bradlee • Screenplay by WILLIAM .GOLDMAN
Based on the book by CARL BERNSTEIN and BOB WOODWARD • Mus,c by DAVID SHIRE
PrOduced by WALTER COBLENZ • Direcled by ALAN J PAKULA
A Wildwood Efflerprises PrQduct,on
A Roben Redlord -AlanJ Pakula Fil m

NOW AT A THEATRE NEAR -YOU .
TEST PAEPAAATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

W'

-

Hockey Team
to open ·se~son
Sunday

GO
ICE
EAGLES

Golfers take 3rd
•
in Conferencemeet

by John Stepal
It seems that last weekend
frorp a good year of 7 goals was a bad one for NortheastThe CoHege Hockey season· year, Coach Breen replied
and 17 assists.
·
em's athletic teams. Not only
"We'll try a _more defensive
· gets underway this weekend as
Al
Blitstein
returns
on
·
did the football and cross
style hockey and wait for the
our Ice Eagles open' in their
defense
to
head
3
other
new
country teams get beaten, the
scoring chances to come. ' '
new rink at Skokie Park
s~arters. Coach Breen is very golfers were shot down as they
Returning
goalie,
Mike
RomiDistrict 's Ice Arena, this
high on two of his new competed in the Chicagoland
to, will be a key in determining
Sunday against Illinois State
defensemen,
Bob Weidman,
Collegiate Golf Conference
whether this style will work.
University. The team hopes to
and Joe Jelen. Both have good meet, and had to settle for a
Breen
will
count
heavily
on
improve their 1975-76 record of
size, and will add muscle to the
third place finish. What was so
Pat Paine (20 goals, 18 assists)
9 wins, 11 losses, and 2 ties.
back
line.
The
game
on
disappointing
about it all was
and Dennis Soboj (11 goals,
With the help of their new
Sunday
will
begin
at
3:15
at
that
UNI
was
the favorite to
and 18 assists) on one of the
.coach, Mark Breen, a former
the Skokie Part District Ice win it, and also that last year's
forward
lines.
On
the
otherletterman of UNI; who spent
Arena, located at Bronx and failure to take the conference
last season as Assistant • Hne, Mike Setze, and Emil
Church Roads in Skokie. The crown seems ·to stand out more
Coach. · When · asked wh;t "Cat" Twandowski, the fastest y odern, indoor arena has a
than ever now.
changes he will institute this skater on the teams who is off
seating capacity of one thouHowever, the season was
sand. Admission is free for all
not• a total loss by any means, •
students so come on and cheer
as the Eagles successfully
our team on to victory!
defended their match play

Camels, Express
add more wills
•
ID IM football
by Gary Staniec
Intramural football entered
its second week of competition
~th the - outcome similar to
the week before.
The Camels won their
second straight game 6-0
against No Names. Tim McNulty scored on a ten yard run
with the help of key. block by
Sam Ghanem . The d~fense
recorded its second straight
, shutout.
The LLABNIBS . crushed
TKE 35-0. Abe Eshkenazi had
a impressive TD on a 50 yard
run back. One Good Team
recorded five interceptions.
Gary Briars anti Bruce Sanders returned theirs for touchd•wns. Hector Carabez stole
two and Tom Corfman had one
to finish the day.

LUNCH , DINNER & LAT~ SNACKS

§ JJC A\ Jt JE Jll-

Cocktails
Char-broiled Gulliburgers
Ribs • Chicken • Steaks

;~,

JtJl OJllJC §1r §

Waiters, Waitresses
and Doormen

3358West Bryn Mawr
.Ch icago, Ill . 478-6276

Une Good Team swamped
the Survivors 26-0. Raphael
Rivera scored twice. One came
on a 32 yard . pass from
Anthony Donley and the other
on an- int erception. James
Archer picked one off for six
points. A ·final safety was
recorded by Sam Barner.
· '.I'he Express rolled to. a_29-0
win over Have Tool Will
Travel. Steve Clark continued
to elude defenders with receptions of 50 and 30 yards for
touchdowns.
Quarterback Ron Hultgrun
in addition to throwing passes
to . Ciark, ran for two TD 's
himself. Darryl Beck and
Steve D~Roose caught extra
points. Carl Lobsinger and
Rich Michniak again had good
blocking days.

10% DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UNI STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WITH I.D.'S

RESTAURANT & PUB
8808 MILWAUKEE AVE .
Phone 298-2100

26 W. Division
:· Apply in person . Contact Dennis :
: at 337-7047 for an appointment. :

2727 W. Howard St. 338-2166
,'

.................................. ..

"Just a real good place to eat!" ·
'

The Northea.stern
Snack" Shop
Thank you for patronizing
us during our grand opening
~w eek.
We 're always here to serve ·
you.
\ SAM
!J1111111111111111111II11111111 llllll 1111111111111111111111

!OPEN 7 DA VS!
.
~
A WEEK
~ (formerly C .V ..'s Restaurant)

I ~~~~!;!·:.:
~

·=

Breakfast , Lunch or
Dinneratanyhour.

;_3401 West Bryn Mawr
-- ~

it/4,·; :_ (Corner of Kim ball~t ~~ryn Mawr)

=

ff111111111111i111fi!llill!_lllilllllJlll1Hj11111IJJl,iHiii

-.

,..-

. Mother'~Lounge

.-.(corn er Milwauke~ & Dempster)

B:o wling League
_ The "River Rats, " who
proudly ~ear · their name
emblazoned across their
chests, are pr~sently leading in
the competition with a 10-2
record . Their maip. man,
George Vites, is leading ' the
league with .a 162 a~erage and
an individual high game or"
190. As a team, they are also
in the lead for most pins
knocked down in .a three game
series, 2316.
, Al ~Miller, of the "'Minute
Persons," is high individual
series man with a 511 score.
· His teammate Barb Hansen is
leading her female counterparts with a 143 a~erage and a
high game of 183.

:···········,···········,.········:·
'•

"Flowers & Plants for All Occasions ..

PIZZA IN THE PAN

Still some
openings in UNI
·b y .Tina Cosentino
UNI's Bowling League is in
fuU swing. That excitement
over a strike, or spare, those
groans over a split, the
unmentionable. The language
that follows a dreaded gutter
ball are just some of the sights
and sounds observed on Tuesdays at Habetler's Bowling
Lanes at 3:30. Habetler is
located at Northwest Highway, and Foster.
Northeastern's League is
now in full swing, but there are
still a few openings, _if. you'd
like to join in the fun All you
need to do is enlist at the gym,
and come out on Tuesday
afternoon.
·

trophy with a 10-1-1 record.
Several factors contributed to
this fine year. Among them
were 1) Steve Wojcik's incredible debut as a golfer, taking
medalist honors twice during
the season, 2) The emergeiice
of Mike Setze as a fine golfer,
and not just a great hockey
player, 3) The consistency of
John Ruskiewicz, who led the
team in the conference match,
4) John Reese's steady play
·and •influence, especially for
the younger members of the
team ,, 5) The comeback of
Doug Chapin, who fought and ·
overcame a flaw in his game,
and 6) Dan Levy's improvement as a competitive player.
Thanks for a fine season,
guys.

/

I
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free classifieds

for sale
FOR SALE:
'67 V~lkswagon-Engine rebuilt;
new shocks, starter, muffler,
battery, brakes system, ball joints
and 4 new tires. Have repair
records. Hate to sell but need
r. ·oney for grad school. $500.
A6.'-4795.
FOI, SALE:
19b'l Malihn

'7.'2

A

nu

Uo'h .. ;H

Engina, NHW JJ_rak~~• ~~':':' ~~ut;~t
New Tir.~s, Hitch, Electric Brake.
Will seh or Tr.ide for Fiat 128 or
124. Call 97::1-7395 after 10 fM.

1WANTED ROOMMATE: ·
Nice friendly girl needs same to
share newly decorated apartment
one block from campus. Rent is 91
dollars plus utilities. Call Kay
between 7:00 and 10:00 in
morning and 9 :00 through 11:00 in
evenings at 583-4571.
WANTED:
..
YOUNG DOG NEEDS NEW
HOME! Due to overcrowding this
lovable handraised dog cannot
receive proper · love and care.
Please help! for information call
774-0150, 5 pm to 10 pm. PS. This
is really a great dog so if you don't
want him please ask your friends
and neighbors. Thank you.

.1;3ags is gungy.

ride

Scar

----------~----

·WANTED: The nurse in Health
Service wants a ride tA:> the vicinity
of Pulaski & Peterson at 4 PM
each day, Mon. thru Fri. Will pay·
Call Ext. 355.

_jobs

------- --------

Part time· Job oe,portunity animal caretaker, $240/ mo.
The neuropsychology lab is
looking for a hard working,
dependable peraon (male or female) to work part time. The work
involves feeding cats and rats,
cleaning animal facilities and
general lab areas . We prefer
someone who can work a full day
on Mondays and 3 hours on' T.W.
Th., F.
• If interested make appointment
with Dr. Pizzi, S-329, S307D or
Ext. 667, 691.
Starting date as early as
December 1.

personals
BLANKET HOG :
Next time I'll bring my own
blankets. You were pretty good
about it Monday nite; almost went
the entire evening before you
rolled over and took all the
blankets with you. But I still love
you.
chchCHILLED!

Tlie captain has crabs.
Jaws

and Tenille

Debbie:
How would you like to share an
apple in the unicorn?
The fellow in the leisure suit.
ANN:
Dawns have a sneaky way of
arriving. Open up· your eyes and
' look around you; there's a whole
world out there that still hasn't
been explored.
EEEEEEEEEEE
JOAN K.
After all those " plumpers" how
come we're still skinny?
Liz S.
JB
''Sweetest Day" was wonderful!
Thanks for the yellow roses.
Love you,
BEAK

---,----- .. --·--

FOR SALE :
2 (SUPJ~R'3COPE) SPEAKERS
GOOD CONDITION & GOOD
SOUND
$55 :00
CALL CAROL
WEEIS: DAYS . ~ . 583-4050 Ext.
8181 or 8180
EVENINGS & WEEK-ENDS . . .
274-3024
FOR SALE:
'66 dodge coronet. auto trans, 2
dr sedan. jn running condition.
dents & rust .'... needs muffler.
must sell! best offer, 275-3428
after
6:30 P.M.
_ _ _ ....1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
FOR .SALE:
Music Man Amp. Like new;
only used twice. I paid $325 for it
will sell for $250. Betsy 267-1204

sublet
Apartment to Sublet:
2 rms., balcony, 50 yds, from
Lake Michigan, 1108 W. Columbia
Apt. 2W, $145 per Month. See
Janitor Mr. Riley anytime.

· LABELS
Coumbia

,.

Captd

rent

Seraphim

For ~ent :
.
6 room apartment 5740 N.
Bernard, 2nd floor of B; two flat
newly decorated, living room and
dining room wall to wall carpeting,
heat incl~ded $250.00 plus security
deposi~ ca~. 583-4134.

wan_ted
WANTED:
A copy of the CONGRESSIONAL QUATERLY GUIDE '76 .. If
you have one and would be willing
to sell, I'd like to buy ~t
immediately. Please contact Robin
in the Print office or leave a note
in the envelope on the door.

Jimmy Witherspoon
JimmyReed
Taj Mahal

Lordon Stereo Treasury

LeacbeHy

Nonesuch

Pete Seeger ·

RCA

Bci:>Dybn

and many others

JAZZ

Donovan
The Beach Boys
Eric:Cbpton

Lovin' Spcx:>nful
· TheByrds
BetteMidler
Brewer & Shipley
King Crimson

Now in the

'

Sine Qua Non.
Varguard

ROCK
1

BLUES- FOLK
John Lee Hooker
· B.B. King

Dave Brubeck

HerbieMam
ChalieByrd
Thelonius MO!i<
D.Jke Ellington
Count Basie
Mose Allison
AtmadJamal

BOOK- NOOK
Monday & Thursday 8:30-8:30
Tuesday & Wednesday 8:30-4:30
Friday 8:30-3:00

CLASSICAL

William Steinberg,

Virgil 'Fox
Alfred Brendel ·

Pittsburgh Symphony
Pablo Casals
Philippe Entremont

Sylvia Marlowe
JuliaQ Bream

Maurice Abravanel.

Utah Symphony

WANTED:
Drummer looking for a good
mellow sounding band. Call 3424393.

- , - ---- --------

WANTED:
I Need A Roommate: (~ale or
female)
To share a 6½ room apt.
You get your own bedroom.
Rent; 100 per month
Location : near Foster and Western Ave. in Chicago (5200 N. &,
2200 W.)
Call Elliot at 334-6348 or 338-3622

$4.98

$4.98 .

$6.98

$6.98

$9.98

BEETHOVEN:
SYMPHONY NO. 9
"CHORAL;"
SYMPHONY NO. 8
Jean Fournet cond.
Rotterdam Phil.
Two Records

BACH:
Four Orchestral Suites
Maurice Andre,
Karl Ristenpart,
Grand Prix du Disque.
Two Records

JEAN-PIERRE
RAMPAL:
Baroque Flute
Concert
Three Records

VIRGIL FOX
IN CONCERT
Bach Organ
Favorites
Three Records

CLASSICAL GUITAR
by Montoya, Segovia,
Almeida, John William
and others.
Five Records

AVAILABLE:
Dear Pluto,
Fine specimens of the male
I can't find you. Where are you?
species: If interested, interviews Please don't like Bashful, Speak
will be held in the unico1:1 Monday • up! Forget about Goofey and
at noon in front of the Juke b~x.
Mickey. We'll go for a walk and
The TKE Fratermty talk it over a glass of .witches
brew.
Robin:
Quack, Quack
· How are your wrinkles? D?n't
Donald Duck
worry. They're very distinguished
looking.
Dear Bernie,
MandK
This is a formal. challenge - to
see · who is the' real thumb-wrestlLittle Larry:
ing champion of Northeastern.
(Alias the Friday Night Rapist)
. ,
.
Dolf.
Will meet you in La Bagh as
usual. (No kinky stuff this time.)
Dear Jackie:
.
Willing Vi~
I love your column. It's great! I
have one question, What's a
My dearest Eggplant:
J abberwock?
You make every day Sweetest
A.B.
Day.
Your Brussell Sprouts

-------~ -------

Mary Kay,
, I'm sorry that you can't make it
to the wedding. I suppose going to
France is a good enough excuse.
J e vous voir dans les couloires de
notre· grand ecole.
_ 1_ ____________Bob
_
Knock Knock
Who's there?
It's just ol}.e of the people in the
school who has been trying to call
· the PRINT office but. couldn't get
through because you poor people
don't have a telephone in your
office yet!
Well, they tell us it's like this . .

.

\

Jeannie,
Thanks, babe. I needed that!!!
Love,
Dan
P.S. What are you doing Saturday
night?
'
JM, ~
,
Are your feet really slim or is it
_An optical illusion?

.
/

·

oooooooooohhhhh ...
It was worth the long trip to see
you. The ride back to the Windy
City was the difficult · part. Terra
Haute and Evansville have been
washed away and labeled as
disaster areas ... the towJ1S are 10
ft. under tears.
Big ol' crocodile tears
F.B.,
I'm sorry I didn't submit a
sweetest day ad in the Sun Times
last week but the Print has to do.
Love you,
H.R.

Snow?
People interested in skiing or
starting a sk,i club contact Mike
583-4117 Evenings 5:00-9:00
Dear MR. TRUMPET,
Did you find a place in your '
heart for our "Sweetest Day
Plant" ??? It is a symbol of my
growing love for you, but remember, water it carefully.
Toujour Amour, Amour,
"Frenchie"
___________

Dear Pie,
Thanks again for your ingeniousness! We shall see . . .
Still-talkin-to-ya,
sec
Liz:
.
Those darn stars keep shining in
my eyes,-1 think' I need a blinder.
But I know one thing, that when
that day does break, I'll need
sunglasses!!!
PTLANYHOW
eeeeeeeeee

.Bottles, ·
ED
SCHUMJACK
(NUBY
Too bad about the tonsils ; you'll
GRAPE): I AM VERY PROUD _
have to thaw at a later date, but I
TO BE A SCHUMJACK, EVERY
promise that I will attend to it and
DAY WHEN I- WAKE UP I
make up for lost time. Cold
THINK ABOUT OUR WEDDweather is a killer and you can't be
ING A FOREST FIRE AND I
too careful. I've never seen a
FEEL WARM ALL OVER. THE
·frozen chipmunk though, maybe
SCHUMJACK NAME MEANS A
they know something I don't.
LOT ·TO ME AND ALL OF OUR
Let's find a hollow tree and check
FUIJ.NITURE WILL BE ENit out. Happy Anniversary and
GRAVED WITH IT.
give my love to the chicken.
' YOUR LOVING WIFE,
·
Ensign Parker
MILDRED SCHUMJACK

Wolfman
Sorry about · (breaking our
dinner date - )
Fangs anyways but you and I
both know of another "engagement" and we must "uncover" our
secret tonight - even without the
full moon!
Love, Peanuts

Secret Admirer:
You don't know '. what joy filled
my heart when I saw your
personal. Then sorrow, filled my
empty cavern when I saw that
you were spoken for. Alas, it
seems that I am"always dilatory in
love. If you will ever change your
mind . . . I remain . . . . . . . . .
your Secret Admirer "2"

shELL,
Now that we have taken the test
in physics, are you going to stick
it out the rest of the semester?
shell we have to keep an eye on
sharon, a girl with her reputation,_
my mother warned me about -girls
like her. But I didn't listen, sorry
ma. Such is life.
schwortz

Marikay S.
Thanx for sticking around to_
talk to me and help me face up to
what life's all about. You are more
of a friend than you think you are.
Wait about 2 years and maybe
"we" will show you what you
mean to us. •your help in this
matter won't go unrewarded."
TheLJK

Dear Angel,
This is the day that"I've been
waiting for. It's been many ,long
weeks of waiting. It's the happiest
day of my life.
· ·'
Love Always,
Sweethart

Eric,
.
.
I think you look like cupid!
Hee.

SUNSHINE,
Have a nice weekend!

CUTIE
Dear Jim,
Happy Happy · 19th Birthday
Sweetheart and many more to
come. I hope this is one you won't
forget. Those butterflies a~e

Larry Bernstein,

We want the pinball machines
back; RIGHT NOW!!!
Cross Country Team
BIO-P.E. MAJOR:
Thank ·you for opening the lab
so, I could get my bag. If I didn't
get it I wouldn't have had any
homework this weekend.
NOT A TWIN
Dear 11,

·

Love, Dear "Gun-shot"
getting too restless · - their
f'd ask you over to my house,
Dan
Had any Raisin-Bagels lately??
cocoons can't hold them in any
but my doorway is too small for
P.S. What are you and yours
By the way, why were you late on
Ion er.
your head1~ - doing- Saturday--night?- Maybe-we-.- ~Mr,o_;n~ -y~~~was
~ n
; ;.tn!;.
I !,.-.;_~ :::;_~;._~ ~ -~ - - ~-----;---Lo
~ v: e;;-cK
L er~~
\ Love Terri Towels
can all go out.
Licorice Stick
--••-

0

Danny,
'
You're really doing a great job
as Pres of SCEC. I'm really proud.
Just remember -: ,Mrs Right is
probably waiting just around the
corner - so keep the faith.
Princess Slender Foot
Duke,
I'll bet Ronnie , never danced
with you! Does it come with the
territory? Oh yeah and thanks for
letting me chair for a couple of
minutes last Monday - I kinda'
liked it.
pie
Bobby [bass clarinet),
It's you, not JSB who made
Chorale #14 come alive on
Monday. I know it's a silly
compliment, but what can you
expect from a girl who loves Bach,
Beethoven, the Beatles, and
Bobby?
love love,
judy
Paul Simon, [Bobby not bass
clarinet),
I don't like being S-Worded!
You sing my life.
pie
Jillie,
I'm throwing my support. Hope
you can catch it.
~itter foot
Olivia,
Write any new songs lately? Is
Carolyn's x-pinto hot to trot?
pie

-------- ..- - Doc [trumpet sorta],
Is your new contact lens green? .
judy

Dear "Cricket,"·
You wanted a personal, so here
it is. Practice hard, I know you'll
make it to the top.
Licorice Stick
Neptune,
·
Can you use your underwater
camera in the bath tub too?
Guess who?
E.Z. DUZIT,
H=CMOT, Don,t forget kids
Heat gained equals Heat lost.
KE=½mv2, GPE=Mgh, is this
true? Isn't physics Fun?
I think so. Who was that
masked man?
Unix Form

Quayhatan - Sorry about getting
you lost in those dreadful woods
for an hour and a half Sunday
Night.' I will try to -behave next
time so you won't have such a
horrible time with Mother Nature
okay? No horsing around in the
hay either.
Cindy

TO M.C. & H.F., and M.S. & ?
We're still working on the 2nd
Lasagna dinner. We'll let you
know on the date. Giacobazzi will
be supplied. Don't forget: 3 ~s
- no waiting.
D. Dragon & Lila LaHotcha

- - - - - - - -.,

------

John [Lance), ·
You're for .. .
Tortilla

Dear Angel,
I can't wait for tonite, it
probably will be one of the
greatest surprises in . what ·has
happened over the past year and
Will get a favorable reaction.
Love Always,
Sweethart

- -- - -- - - - -.- - - - --

Terri,
Did you pass the test? Are you
going to drop? I hope not but if
your think its for the best go
ahead. When are we going
b; wling? You bum what are you
waiting for? Well green isn't blue _
wlren its orange only if its brown
first.
M. [W.)M.

Chris,
. Pursue . . ..but most important
of all: enjoy!!! _
Much love,
Sis

READ THIS:
Oh, my! I finally figured out
who DOC, .REDFORD, JUDY,
and OLIVIA are - _But I'll never
tell. Right Tom??
Signed,
Someone who had some beers with
almost all of you.
P.S.
I miss you all. (especially Doc)!
'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RONI,
LOVE JODI, DPN, ANGELA &
TONY

Dear Phred,
I left my door unlocked Friday
and Saturday nights between
eight o'clock and two o 'clock .
Where were you?
Signed Disappointed

oooooooooohhh . . .
Need time to thini out something that's troubling me and I
think you know what the problem
is. Hope you mean what you say
because sometimes I don't feel it
coming across. Don't take me for
granted because I still love you
and don't want the- excitement to
escape. Has it?
xoxoxoxo
DEAR D'. P.
Thank you for picking such a
nice song to quote from! Having a
friend like you already makes me
happy. I can't make you any
promises, only time will tell.
Genie
DEAR HONDA LOVER,
I cim only guess at your identity
. .. are you Mr. ObP,OXious? (You
always hated that nickname,) and
if so, then am I Gum, Popper? But
come forth and we can find the
time.
Genie

Happy Birthday to you happy
birthday to you happy birthday
dear Cada happy birthday to you.
love Ling Ding and Snyder

COOKIE:
You're really quite a Fox.

TM of P, K
Just to watch you in action . ..
wow . . . . what a professional!
But, all work and no play _isn't
healthy. I'm so very proud of you
. and proud to be your . . .
Yankee Sweeth~

----------

..

COUNTY 12:
·1 wonder? Am I your first
" Lady" or is she? It's hard to tell.
COOK COUNTY
DOC :
The headaches you go t)lrough
for a measly $10.00. You're such a
sweet guy.
B;M.

----- ~--------

Bird:
So now I can ask the question
"Why won't you go drinking with
me?" Good luck, - they say that
love is better the second time
around!
Dear Judy,
I really enjoyed spending the
weekend with you. You are still
ultra light on your fee. Saturday
was beautiful, and so are you
sweetheart.
Wuv,
Bobby [bass clarinet)
Dolora,
I think you're beautiful.
Anon~o~s
Hello, Patti:
Mamma mia!!! YOU make-a
mighty fine-a pasta. Tanka you
very, very much. You're beautiful
and oh so sweet.
Nudge nudge,
Bobby [Bass Clarinet)
P .S. You dance a mean Polka! !!
Dear Karin,
" Listen, I know Tony like I
know me. " Thank you for
exposing me to the fine arts.
Lord Jim
Pai.ti,
Sorry for the leak, but I had no
alternative.
SM
Dear Colleen [oboe),
Here is the personal I promised
you . Can't think of anything
·profound to say.
Bob Redford
Dear Judy, .

I had a beard once before and
cannot consider growing another.
Can't you accept me for what I
am?
Bobby [not bass clarinet I
Olivia,
You do not pester me at all.
Your questions and suggestions
are more than welcome. You're
invaluable to us and we all love
you.
Jimmy
Judy, •
I demand a recount!!!
Doc
Sue [Earth Science],
You are a doll.
Anonymous

------------Burt

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
VERONICA,
LOVE KEITH & LAKEISHA
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Dear Julie,
You owe me a kiss for your
birthday!
Jimmy
Brent,
This isn't the season for going
topless !
Doc

PRl"(T
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Eagles lose to
Eureka 18-l·S

by Gary Staniec
but a field goal attempt was no
Northeastern Golden Foot- ' ' good.
ball Eagles lost "their 1st
Eureka received the ball at
conference game at the hands their 20 and drove to the UNI
of Eureka College. The game 36 where Bemus Lester and
was played at Eureka and it Pete Fosco popped loose the
was the third time in a row · ball.for Bill Pretzer to pick up.
UNI has been defeated by
Northeastern's offense took
them.
control. It took us 11 plays to
UNI had plenty of chances drive 72 yards for_ a touch-to win but couldn'. t capitalize down. Fullback John Manon them until it was too late. chester blocked as Art JohnEureka received the kickoff - son again froze the defense. He
but good defense by UNI took it over from the one for
linebacker Bill Dorrington, the score. The extra point was
Defensive End, Bill Boyle and blocked and the score was 6-0.
Defensive Tackle, John Mola
Eureka wasted no time and
caused them to punt.
started a drive of their own.
The next series saw some They traveled the length of the
fine running by Art Johnson field to tie the score.
who finished the day with 139 couldn't convert for the extra
yards in 30 carries. We were point. This ended the scoring
able to get to the 27 yard line for the first half:

They, ~.

NIU defeats
V-ball women
another. · Against Northern
by Gary Staniec
there were mix-ups on balls
The Women's · volleyball that no one called and our
team lost to Northern Illinois spikes were not set up as good
University in a game played as they should have. Veterans
here on last Thursday. The from last years team, Sue
scores were 15-13 and 15-9.
Bickel, Debbie Korcyl and Pat
In the first game Northeai;t - Thill seemed to be more
ern wa s winning 12-8 but controlled in their spikes than
Northern scored 7 points to the newcomers.
our one for the final tally.
Coach Betty Guzik feels the
In game two, UNI was ' women are making enough
leading 2-0 before Northern improvements to be ready for
scored 7 points to our one for state and national competition
the final tally.
.
in early November.
In game two , UNI was
Only two home games
leading 2-0 before Northern remain, · October 26th we'll
scored four straight points. . play George Williams at 7:00
They kept margin of abo1,1 t in our gym. The team could
five points for the rest of the use a little backing before the
game.
state tournament.
Northeastern
is in a rebuildBe there October 26 at 7:00 ----- - ing year and the women are PM.
just starting to work with one

a

FOOTBALL HOME
GAME- VS. -M ltTON

Oct. 30, 1 :30~-

THE GOLDEN EAGLES DEFENSIVE LINE - Front row : Bill Dorrington, BEmis Lester,
Jim Laduzinsky. Top Row: Asst. Coach Bob Petrilla, Pete Fosco, Dan Cocco, Jeff Johnson, Mike
Donatucci, and Asst. Coach Sid Stein.
The second half was a
contrast from the solid football
played in the 1st.
UNI received the football
and · couldn't drive. On the·
ensuing punt Eureka ran back
56 yards for a touchdown. The
extra point was missed to
make it 12-6. ·
Northeastern's offense again
couldn't get more than two 1st
downs and were forced to give
the ball up to Eureka.
On a second down ·situation,
Chris Ortega picked up a
Eureka fumble to give UNI
the ball at the 50. Northeastern managed a 20 yard run _b y
Bob Perlowski and were
stopped. A 25 yard field goal
attempt was no good.
_ ~~~ - third quarter endeii
with Eureka in possession of

-•1nconsistency·
plagues X-men
by John Stepal
Last weekend was another
disastrous one for Northeastem's harriers. The team ..com- •
peted in the Huskie Invitational ·in DeKalb, ·very close to
Northern illinois University.
Luckily there were only five
other schools in the meet, or
else UNI would have finished
worse than sixth. It was so
bad · that the home school's
total was lower than that of
our best finisher, Don Orzeske, .
UNI won the meet easily with
a total of 31, and -Orzeske
finished in 45th place with a
time of 35: 36 for the six .mile
jaunt. To illustrate how badly
we were outclassed, Bradley's
John Philyaw won the meet
with a time of 30:.55.
Despite some disappointing
perfomup1~s by our runners,
it's hardly fair to compare
them with . the rest of these

'

~ -~-~
Correction
Tim Mc- Lean ran back an interception
75 yards instead of 15 as was
stated last week.
- Home football game VS.
Milton College Oct. 30 at 1:30
- keep the day open.
Any one interested in -

changing the name of this
column from Jock Shorts to
Socks - Rap
Wiggles.
- Any Women interested in
playing Basketball see Coach
Guzig.
- Hockey game VS. Illinois
State, Sunday Oct. 23th, 3:15

see

defender with 1:31 remaining.
the b!!ll. On the next play
E.ureka sent a -man deep and
Eureka needed a first down
connected on a 67 yard pass
to run th~ clock out but our
play f9r 6 points. They
defense wouldn't allow it. On a
couldn't convert, so the score
fourth down play t he Eureka
now was 18-6.
QB deliberately stood in the
The next series brought in
end zone to be tackled. It cost
reserve quarterback Gus Konthem two points but now they
tos. He wasted no time and
were able to kick off from the
· found Calvin ·Loyd on- a 45
twenty instead of punting
yard pass. Kicker Dave Rutfrom deep in the end zone.
kowski added one to make it This gave them the needed
18-13 with time running out.
_field position to kill our
Our defense took over. John chances of scoring. The last
Mola forced a fumble that was play saw UNI try a desperate
picked up by Tim McLean:
· field goal from 51 yards out
The opportunity now cru:ne that had no chance. The final
for the win but the situation score ended 18-15.
was desparate. Kontos tried Next week the ·Eagles will
for the bomb but it was picked rest. October 30th we'll play
off at the one yard line on. a league leader Milton College at
-great· play by the Eureka- Luther North Stadium.
· ·

at Stadium Ice Rink!; Bronx
and Church Rs, Skokie, Illinois.;
- Beer Bash - November
13, After the Illinois Benedic• tine
. game. Keep the day open.
Everyone had a real high time
1ast

year.

schools. Three branches of Wisconsin University, Parkside, Platteville, and Oshkosh,
completed the field. For some · ,
of our harriers, it was the first
time they had run six miles
competitively. Most of the
meets in which tpey compete
·are strictly four-mile affairs.
The class of the competition in
this meet was just too much
for the Eagles, as all of the
above schools are deep ·with
runners, while UNI has only a
seven-man roster, which isn't
very much when you C!)nsider
the injuries' that naturally
come in a sport such as this one.
As Al .Albert has said
before, "The · inconsistency of
this team is amazing. Just
when we think we're starting
to put it all together, every•
thing falls apart." Having
watched a couple of meets this
year, I_have to agree with him.,
If all our runners would pick
, the same meet to come in with
their best times, the Eagles
would do very well, apd
probably take one of the top spots in that meet. Unfortunately, this hasn't happened so
far this season,- and it's really
· hard to say if it will or not in
future meets.
·
_ J_p terms of individual
performances, Don Orzeske
turned in one of the most

determined I have seen in a
long time. Don, not even sure
if he was going to run earlier in
the week because of a bruised
heel, displayed a great example of performing with pain.
After the meet, he took off his
shoe and revealed his foot,
which was covered· with blood
the r~sult
a lost toenail
during the me.et. After Don
came Eric Lundahl with a
respectable time of 36: 13.
Dave Adler, Al Albert, Hector
Carabez, and Steve Xanos
rounded out Northeastern's
order of finish.
The team still .has a lot of
spirit, and would like nothing
better than to upset a few
teams before the season ends.
It would be a fitting way to
finish, considering it will be
the last year for seniors
Orzeske, Albert, and Ellis
Casie.
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